The One Young World community spans the whole world and is made up of people from different
cultures, backgrounds, and with different experiences. It is really important that Delegates and
Returning Ambassadors embrace our values of inclusion, pluralism, leadership, and empowerment,
while upholding the highest personal and professional standards when attending the Summit, and
when representing One Young World beyond the Summit.
One Young World receives thousands of applications from delegates wanting attend the Summit
every year. You have been selected to attend because you are an exceptional leader, but other
people weren’t successful in their application. Therefore, it is important that everyone who has the
opportunity to attend get’s the most out of the Summit, and the One Young World community get’s
the most out of them.
You should read carefully the Code of Conduct so that you are clear about the standards we expect.
We have produced the following guide to help you navigate the Summit in the context of the Code
of Conduct:
Do
Understand the agenda, and know where you are
supposed to be and when
Be respectful of your accommodation, and who
you are sharing accommodation with

Attend all of the breakout sessions you have
booked to attend
Take care of yourself and those around you. The
Summit is incredibly busy, so make sure you get
enough rest outside of the agenda
Make the most of your time in The Hague, and
make the most of the effort the city has made to
host One Young World
Contribute to debate and discussions in a
respectful way, celebrating the wide variety of
cultures and lived experiences between everyone
at the Summit and beyond
Be sensitive to local laws, customs, and cultures in
The Hague, even if they differ from your own
Use the event app to keep up to date with
communications from the One Young World
organisers
Use your own social media to celebrate what you
are part of and experiencing at the Summit
Be aware of the personal relationships you develop
with other people, and the power you hold in
those relationships

Don’t
Be late. There is a packed agenda so it’s
important you are on time so everything else
runs on time
Do anything which may upset, or annoy
whoever you share with, nor put them or
their belongings in any danger. Only other
delegates are allowed in your room, but you
must have the permission the person you
are sharing with for them to be there
Don’t miss any of the breakout sessions as
there will be sessions that include your
lunch, or are over subscribed
Do anything that will put you or anyone else
at any risk or danger
Be under the influence of alcohol or drugs
during the Summit, during which you are
representing One Young World
Behave in a way that could cause offence or
upset to other delegates, or anyone else at
the Summit or beyond
Do anything that may break local laws or put
you at risk of arrest or prosecution in The
Hague
Switch off or ignore push notifications from
the event app, as this will be used to help
you get the most from the Summit
Use social media in a way that could cause
offence or upset to other delegates, or
anyone else at the Summit or beyond
Engage in any non-consensual nor
exploitative relationships (including romantic
or sexual)

Follow the “What to Expect” guide, which will
provide you with more information about travel
and accommodation, and ask the One Young
World team if you are unsure of anything and have
any questions
Ensure anyone working with One Young World is
protected from harm
Respect the terms and limits of your visa (if
needed) and ensure you have relevant transit visas
for any countries you are travelling through before
and after the Summit
Arrive at the airport a minimum of 3 hours before
your flight departure, or as directed by your airline
Continue your journey with One Young World
beyond the Summit, and use your status as a One
Young World Ambassador to help you open doors
achieve even more
Report to One Young World any behaviour which
you think is breaks the Code of Conduct or is
contrary to anything mentioned about

Do anything in any accommodation nor any
form of transport that would reflect badly on
you or the Summit
Be afraid to report to One Young World any
concerns you have about other people being
at risk of harm
Overstay your visa or violate the terms of
your visa and/or transit visa
Be late for your flights
Misuse or abuse your position as a One
Young World Ambassador
Be afraid to speak to One Young World
about anything that causes you concern

IMPORTANT
By continuing to be a part of One Young World as a Delegate or an Ambassador, you agree to abide
by this document and the Code of Conduct. If you have any questions about this, please contact
info@oneyoungeworld.com

